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Abstract
Discretization of linear inverse problems generally gives rise to very ill-conditioned linear systems of algebraic equations.
Typically, the linear systems obtained have to be regularized to make the computation of a meaningful approximate solution
possible. Tikhonov regularization is one of the most popular regularization methods. A regularization parameter species
the amount of regularization and, in general, an appropriate value of this parameter is not known a priori. We review
available iterative methods, and present new ones, for the determination of a suitable value of the regularization parameter
by the L-curve criterion and the solution of regularized systems of algebraic equations. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V.
All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Many problems in science and engineering can be formulated as linear inverse problems, i.e., prob-
lems that require the determination of the unknown input to a linear system from the known output.
For instance, image reconstruction from projections is a linear inverse problems. The discretization
of a linear inverse problem typically gives rise to a linear system of equations
Ax= b; A 2 Rmn; x 2 Rn; b 2 Rm (1)
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with a very ill-conditioned matrix A of ill-determined rank. The computation of a meaningful ap-
proximate solution of the linear system (1) in general requires that the system be replaced by a
nearby system that is less sensitive to perturbations. This replacement is referred to as regulariza-
tion. Tikhonov regularization is one of the oldest and most popular regularization methods. In its
simplest form, Tikhonov regularization replaces the linear system (1) by the regularized system
(ATA+ I)x= ATb; (2)
where >0 is a regularization parameter that determines the amount of regularization and I is the
identity operator. For any xed > 0, system (2) has the unique solution
x = (ATA+ I)−1ATb: (3)
It is the purpose of the present paper to discuss several iterative methods for the determination of a
suitable value of the regularization parameter > 0 and the computation of the associated solution
x of large-scale problems of the form (2). We remark that Bjorck [3] described how iterative
methods for the solution of (2) can be modied to be applicable to the solution of
(ATA+ BTB)x= ATb
for a large class of regularization operators B.
Note that solution (3) of (2) satises x ! x0 = Ayb as  & 0, where Ay denotes the Moore{
Penrose pseudo-inverse of A. In problems of interest to us, the matrix A has many \tiny" singular
values and the right-hand side vector b is contaminated by measurement errors (noise). Therefore,
the Moore{Penrose solution x0 in general has \huge" components and is of little practical interest.
For future reference, we note that the solution x of (2) satises the minimization problem
min
x2Rn
fkAx− bk2 + kxk2g: (4)
Here and below k  k denotes the Euclidean norm.
The determination of a suitable value of the regularization parameter  is an important task.
Several methods that assume knowledge of the norm of the noise in b are discussed in [7,12]. We
are interested in problems for which the norm of the noise (error) in b is not explicitly known,
and focus on methods that use the L-curve, dened below, to determine a suitable value of . The
L-curve was rst applied by Lawson and Hanson, see [22, Chapter 26], and more recently by Hansen
and O’Leary [14,18], to investigate properties of the regularized system (2) for dierent values of
the regularization parameter . Introduce the discrepancy
d = Ax − b; (5)
associated with the solution x of the regularized system (2). Let  be a monotonically increasing
function and dene the curve
L= f((kxk2); (kdk2)): > 0g: (6)
Often  is chosen to be one of the functions
(t) = t; (t) =
p
t; or (t) = 12 log10 t; t > 0:
The curve (6) is known as the L-curve, because under suitable conditions on A and b it is shaped
roughly like the letter \L". The following result species the shape of the L-curve under quite
general conditions on A and b.
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Proposition 1.1. Let q() = (kxk2) and s() = (kdk2); where x and d are dened by (3)
and (5); respectively; and  is a dierentiable monotonically increasing function. Then q() is a
decreasing function of ; s() is an increasing function of ; and the curve f(q(); s()): > 0g
has negative slope. Moreover; the curve is convex for (t) = t.
Proof. The proposition follows by substituting the singular value decomposition of A into (3); see,
e.g., [24] for details. Related results are also discussed in [14,16,18].
An illuminating discussion on properties of the L-curve is presented by Hansen [16, Sections
7:5{7:7]. Hansen and O’Leary [14,18] proposed to use the value  of the regularization parameter
that corresponds to the point ((kxk2); (kdk2)) at the \vertex" of the \L". We denote this value
by L. A heuristic motivation for this choice of  is that when > 0 is \tiny", then the associated
solution x of (2) is of \huge" norm and is likely to be contaminated by the propagated error that
stems from errors in the given right-hand side vector b. Conversely, when  is large, the vector x
generally is a poor approximation of a solution of (1) and the associated discrepancy (5) is of large
norm. The choice =L seeks to balance the discrepancy and the propagated error in the computed
approximate solution x due to errors in b. The parameter value L is said to satisfy the L-curve
criterion.
The value L of the regularization parameter is not guaranteed to be appropriate for all linear
systems of equations of the form (2) with very ill-conditioned matrices A of ill-determined rank.
However, considerable computational experience indicates that the L-curve criterion is a powerful
method for determining a suitable value of the regularization parameter for many problems of interest
in science and engineering; see [13;16, Section 7:5:1] and [17,25] for insightful discussions on the
properties and shortcomings of the L-curve criterion. This paper reviews available iterative methods,
and describes new ones, for the simultaneous determination of approximations of the value L and
the associated solution xL of (2).
The following result is helpful for determining the approximate location of the L-curve. It has
been shown for the function (t) =
p
t by, e.g., Lawson and Hanson [22, p. 193].
Proposition 1.2. Let  be a monotonically increasing function and let x 2 Rn. Then the point
((kxk2); (kAx− bk2)) is on or above the L-curve (6).
Proof. The proposition follows if for any x given by (3),
(kAx − bk2)6(kAx− bk2); 8x 2 Rn; such that (kxk2)6(kxk2): (7)
We show (7) by contradiction. Thus, assume that there is a vector x^ 2 Rn, such that
(kAx^− bk2)<(kAx − bk2); (kx^k2)6(kxk2)
for some x. Since  is monotonically increasing, it follows that
kAx^− bk2< kAx − bk2; kx^k26kxk2
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and therefore
kAx^− bk2 + kx^k2< kAx − bk2 + kxk2:
However, this inequality violates the fact that x solves (4).
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses iterative methods for the computation
of approximations of L and xL based on the Lanczos bidiagonalization method. In particular, we
describe a modication of the L-ribbon method proposed in [6] that is well suited for the iterative
solution of large very ill-conditioned underdetermined systems. Section 3 discusses iterative methods
based on the Arnoldi process. These methods do not require the evaluation of matrix{vector products
with the transpose of the matrix A. Computed examples are presented in Section 4.
2. Iterative methods based on Lanczos bidiagonalization
The Lanczos bidiagonalization algorithm below is by Paige and Saunders [23] referred to as
bidiag1. It has been applied in many algorithms for the computation of approximate solutions of large
linear systems of equations (1) with very ill-conditioned matrices; see, e.g., [3{5,16] and references
therein. The algorithm carries out ‘ steps of the Lanczos bidiagonalization process applied to the
matrix A.
Algorithm 1 (Lanczos Bidiagonalization Algorithm).
Input: b 2 Rm; A 2 Rmn; 0<‘<n;
Output: fujg‘+1j=1 ; fCjg‘j=1; fjg‘j=1; fjg‘+1j=1 ;
1 := kbk; u1 := b=1; ~C1 := ATu1; 1 := k~C1k; C1 := ~C1=1;
for j = 2; 3; : : : ; ‘ do
~uj := ACj−1 − j−1uj−1; j := k ~ujk; uj := ~uj=j;
~Cj := ATuj − jCj−1; j := k~Cjk; Cj := ~Cj=j;
end j;
~u‘+1 := AC‘ − ‘u‘; ‘+1 := k ~u‘+1k; u‘+1 := ~u‘+1=‘+1.
We assume that the parameter ‘ in Algorithm 1 is chosen small enough so that all computed j
and j are positive. Then the algorithm determines the matrices U‘ = [u1; u2; : : : ; u‘] 2 Rm‘; U‘+1 =
[U‘; u‘+1] 2 Rm(‘+1) and V‘ = [C1; C2; : : : ; C‘] 2 Rn‘ with orthonormal columns, as well as the lower
bidiagonal matrix
C‘ =
2
666664
1
2 2
. . . . . .
‘−1 ‘−1
‘ ‘
3
777775 2 R
‘‘: (8)
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For future reference, we also introduce the matrix
C‘−1 =

C‘−1
‘eT‘−1

2 R‘(‘−1); (9)
which is made up of the ‘ − 1 rst columns of C‘.
Dene the Krylov spaces
K‘(ATA; ATb) = spanfATb; ATAATb; : : : ; (ATA)‘−1ATbg; (10)
K‘(AAT; b) = spanfb; AATb; : : : ; (AAT)‘−1bg: (11)
It follows from the recursion formulas of Algorithm 1 that
K‘(ATA; ATb) = range(V‘); K‘(AAT; b) = range(U‘); (12)
i.e., the columns of V‘ and U‘ form orthonormal bases of the Krylov spaces (10) and (11), respec-
tively.
Moreover, the recursion formulas of Algorithm 1 show that
AV‘ = U‘C‘ + ‘+1u‘+1eT‘ ; A
TU‘ = V‘CT‘ ; b= kbkU‘e1; (13)
where e‘ = [0; : : : ; 0; 1]
T 2 R‘ denotes the ‘th axis vector. Combining these equations yields
AATU‘ = U‘C‘CT‘ + ‘+1‘u‘+1e
T
‘ : (14)
It follows that fujg‘+1j=1 are Lanczos vectors and
T‘ = C‘CT‘ (15)
is the symmetric tridiagonal Lanczos matrix obtained when applying ‘ steps of the Lanczos algorithm
for symmetric matrices to the matrix AAT with initial vector b; see, e.g., [11, Chapter 9.1] for a
discussion of the Lanczos algorithm. We will use the matrix (15) in our review of Gauss quadrature
rules in Section 2.1.1 below.
Our discussion so far has not taken the eect of round-o errors into account. These errors
may cause the computed columns of the matrices U‘+1 and V‘ not to be orthogonal. Therefore
Algorithm 1 is often implemented with reorthogonalization of the columns of U‘+1 and V‘; see,
e.g., [5]. This approach requires that both matrices U‘+1 and V‘ be stored. On the other hand,
when Algorithm 1 is implemented without reorthogonalization, the application described in Section
2.1 requires that only the matrix U‘+1 and a few of the most recently generated columns of the
matrix V‘ be stored simultaneously in computer memory. 1 Analogously, the application described
in Section 2.2 requires that only the matrix V‘ and a few of the most recently generated columns of
U‘+1 be stored simultaneously. We propose to only reorthogonalize the columns of U‘+1 or of V‘.
This approach allows the same (low) storage requirement as when no reorthogonalization is carried
out and gives higher accuracy.
In the following proposition and its proof we use the notation a _= b to denote that a is an accurate
approximation of b.
1 We ignore the possibility of reducing storage demand by generating the columns of U‘+1 and V‘ twice because of the
high computational eort of this approach.
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Proposition 2.1. Assume that the columns of U‘+1 are reorthogonalized in Algorithm 1 so that they
are numerically orthogonal; and that the columns of V‘ have been computed as described in the
algorithm; i.e.; without reorthogonalization. Then U T‘ AA
TU‘ _=C‘CT‘ ; i.e.; the computed bidiagonal
matrix C‘ is such that the tridiagonal matrix C‘CT‘ is an accurate approximation of an orthogonal
section of AAT.
Proof. According to Paige and Saunders [23, p. 47], the relations (13) hold to machine precision
also in the presence of round-o errors. This is independent of whether the columns of U‘+1 or V‘
are reorthogonalized to be numerically orthogonal. Thus, the computed matrices U‘+1; V‘ and C‘
determined by Algorithm 1 in nite precision arithmetic with reorthogonalization of the columns of
U‘+1, but not of the columns of V‘, satisfy
AV‘ _=U‘C‘ + ‘+1u‘+1eT‘ ; (16)
ATU‘ _=V‘CT‘ : (17)
Multiplying (17) by A, and using the relation (16) yields
AATU‘ _=AV‘CT‘ _=U‘C‘C
T
‘ + ‘+1u‘+1e
T
‘C
T
‘ :
It follows from eT‘C
T
‘ = ‘e
T
‘ that
AATU‘ _=U‘C‘CT‘ + ‘+1‘u‘+1e
T
‘ :
The proposition now follows from the orthonormality of the columns of U‘+1.
The above proposition justies the use of the computed matrix C‘ for the evaluation of Gauss
and Gauss{Radau quadrature rules described in Section 2.1.1. These quadrature rules allow us to
inexpensively compute an approximation of the L-curve, which we refer to as the L-ribbon. The
latter makes it possible to fairly inexpensively determine a value of the regularization parameter that
approximates the value L.
Reorthogonalization of the columns of V‘, but not of the columns of U‘+1, is discussed in the
context of overdetermined systems of equations in Section 2.2.
We advocate reorthogonalization of the columns of U‘ because then the tridiagonal matrix (15)
can be associated with a Gauss rule; see Section 2.1.1. Example 4.1 of Section 4 illustrates the eect
of reorthogonalization. In addition, reorthogonalization may reduce the number of bidiagonalization
steps necessary to determine an acceptable approximate solution of the linear system of equations
(2) for a given value of the regularization parameter .
2.1. Underdetermined systems
Assume that m n in (1). Then the vectors uj 2Rm generated by Algorithm 1 have fewer compo-
nents, and therefore require less computer storage, than the vectors Cj 2Rn generated by the algorithm.
Application of the decompositions (13) to the standard formulation of Tikhonov regularization (2)
requires that all the vectors Cj generated be stored simultaneously, in addition to a few of the vec-
tors uj; see Section 2.2 for a discussion. Here we present a variant of Tikhonov regularization that
allows an interchange of the role of the vectors uj and Cj with the purpose of reducing the storage
requirement. Specically, in this variant of Tikhonov regularization all of the vectors uj generated
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have to be stored simultaneously, but only a few of the vectors Cj. We achieve this by solving the
following linear system of equations
(AAT + I)y= b; (18)
instead of the standard Tikhonov system (2). The solution x of the latter system can be computed
from the solution
y = (AAT + I)−1b (19)
of (18). We note that for any xed > 0, the solution y of (18) is unique.
Proposition 2.2. Assume that > 0 and let y be dened by (19). Then the solution of (2) is
given by x = ATy.
Proof. Multiplication of (18) by AT from the left yields
(ATA+ I)ATy = ATb:
Since the system (2) has a unique solution, it is given by ATy.
When  = 0, the solution y of (18) might not satisfy the discrete Picard condition, see
[16, Section 4:5] for a denition, even if the associated solution x=ATy of (2) does. We therefore
only consider Eq. (18) for > 0.
The L-curve for system (18) is given by
L= f((kyk2); (kdk2)): > 0g; (20)
where
d = AATy − b: (21)
The following analog of Proposition 1.1 is valid for the L-curve (20).
Proposition 2.3. Let q() = (kyk2) and s() = (kdk2); where y and d are dened by (19)
and (21); respectively; and  is a dierentiable monotonically increasing function. Then q() is a
decreasing function of ; s() is an increasing function of ; and the curve f(q(); s()): > 0g
has negative slope.
Proof. The proposition follows by substituting the singular value decomposition of A into (19),
similarly as the proof of Proposition 1.1.
The above proposition shows that the L-curves (6) and (20) share some properties. However,
not all properties shown for the curve (6) hold for the curve (20). For instance, one can construct
examples for which the L-curve (20) is not convex when (t) = t, cf. Proposition 1.1. Moreover,
there is no analog of Proposition 1.2 for the L-curve (20), i.e., for an arbitrary vector y 2 Rm, the
point ((kyk2); (kAATy− bk2)) may be above, on or below the L-curve (20). Finally, the location
of the \vertices" of the L-curves (6) and (20) may dier. Nevertheless, we have found the L-curve
(20) to be a valuable aid for determining a suitable value of the regularization parameter  when
the norm of the noise in the right-hand side vector b is not very small.
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In this section, we assume that the \vertex" of the L-curve (20) gives a suitable value of the
regularization parameter , and describe how an approximation of the L-curve, referred to as the
L-ribbon, can be computed inexpensively. We then choose a value of the regularization parameter
that corresponds to a point close to the \vertex" of the L-ribbon.
We will derive easily computable upper and lower bounds of the norm of the quantities (19) and
(21) in Section 2.1.1. These bounds are obtained by rst representing kyk2 and kdk2 in terms of
a Stieltjes integral. We conclude this section by deriving these representations. It follows from (19)
that
kyk2 = yTy = bT(AAT + I)−2b; (22)
kdk2 = kAAT(AAT + I)−1b− bk2 = 2bT(AAT + I)−2b: (23)
Dene the function
 (t) = (t + )−2: (24)
Then
kyk2 = bT (AAT)b; kdk2 = 2bT (AAT)b: (25)
Introduce the spectral factorization
AAT =WW T; (26)
where
= diag[1; 2; : : : ; m] 2 Rmm; W 2 Rmm; W TW = I;
and let
h= [h1; h2; : : : ; hm]
T =W Tb:
Then
bT (AAT)b= hT ()h=
mX
k=1
 (k)h2k =
Z
 (t) d!(t); (27)
where the right-hand side is a Stieltjes integral with a nondecreasing piecewise constant measure
!(t) with jump discontinuities at the eigenvalues k . Substituting (27) into (25) gives the desired
representations
kyk2 =
Z
 (t) d!(t); kdk2 = 2
Z
 (t) d!(t): (28)
2.1.1. Gauss quadrature for underdetermined systems
The quantities (25) depend on the regularization parameter . Their computation for many dierent
values of  is not feasible when the matrix A is very large. However, the computation of lower and
upper bounds for several values of  can be carried out eciently by using Gauss and Gauss{Radau
quadrature rules. We remark that the application of Gauss-type quadrature rules to compute bounds
for certain matrix functionals is well established; see for instance [10] for a thorough treatment.
Recently, Golub and von Matt [12] used this approach to develop a method dierent from ours for
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determining a suitable value of the regularization parameter for Tikhonov regularization in standard
form (2).
We briey review some known facts about Gauss quadrature rules and their connection with the
Lanczos process. A more detailed treatment is provided by Golub and Meurant [10]. Dene the
inner product induced by the measure !(t) introduced in (27),
hf; gi=
Z
f(t)g(t) d!(t) =
mX
k=1
f(k)g(k)h2k = h
Tf()g()h
and let fqkgm−1k=0 be the family of orthonormal polynomials with respect to this inner product, i.e.,
hqk ; qji=

0; k 6= j;
1; k = j:
The qk satisfy a three-term recurrence relation of the form
tqk−1(t) = kqk(t) + kqk−1(t) + k−1qk−2(t); k = 1; 2; : : : ; (29)
where q−1(t) = 0 and q0(t) = h1; 1i−1=2. It is well known that the tridiagonal Lanczos matrix (15),
obtained by applying ‘ steps of the Lanczos algorithm to AAT with initial vector b, has the rst
2‘ − 1 recurrence coecients for the qj as entries, i.e.,
T‘ =
2
666664
1 1
1 2 2
. . . . . . . . .
‘−2 ‘−1 ‘−1
‘−1 ‘
3
777775 ; (30)
see, e.g., [10]. We assume that ‘ is suciently small so that j > 0 for 16j<‘.
It is convenient to discuss Gauss quadrature in terms of the matrix T‘ and its Cholesky factor (8).
Let the function f be dened and integrable on an interval that contains the support of the measure
!(t) and consider the approximation of the integral
If =
Z
f(t) d!(t)
by quadrature rules of Gauss-type. It is well known, see, e.g., Golub and Meurant [10], that the
‘-point Gauss rule associated with the measure !(t) dened in (27) can be written as
G‘(f) = kbk2eT1f(T‘)e1 = kbk2eT1f(C‘CT‘ )e1; (31)
where e1 = [1; 0; : : : ; 0]
T 2R‘ denotes the rst axis vector.
Analogously, the ‘-point Gauss{Radau quadrature rule associated with the measure !(t) with one
assigned node at the origin can be written as
R‘(f) = kbk2eT1f( C‘−1 C
T
‘−1)e1; (32)
where the matrix C‘−1 is dened by (9). This representation was proposed by Golub and von Matt
[12]. A proof can also be found in [6].
We now turn to the integrand f =   dened by (24).
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Proposition 2.4. Assume that > 0 and let   be dened by (24). Then; for ‘>1;
bT (AAT)b>G‘( ); bT (AAT)b<R‘( ): (33)
Proof. We have to determine the sign of the quadrature error when approximating
R
 (t) d!(t)
by Gauss and Gauss{Radau rules, cf. (27). Since for > 0 the derivatives of the integrand do not
change sign on the support of the measure !(t), the sign of the quadrature error can easily be
determined by the remainder formulas for Gauss and Gauss{Radau quadrature rules. We refer to
[10] or to [6] for details.
2.1.2. The L-ribbon for underdetermined systems
Proposition 2.4 indicates how a ribbon-like region that contains the L-curve (20) can be computed
inexpensively. Introduce, for > 0,
− = (G‘( )); 
+
 = (R‘+1( ));
− = (
2G‘( )); + = (
2R‘+1( )):
(34)
Assume that the conditions of Proposition 2.3 are satised. Then it follows from the representations
(28) and the inequalities (33) that the L-curve (20) is above the curve L− = f(− ; − ): > 0g and
below the curve L+ = f(+ ; + ): > 0g. We refer to the ribbon-like region between the curves L−
and L+ as the L-ribbon.
The width of the ribbon decreases as ‘ increases; when ‘ in Algorithm 1 is suciently large, the
L-ribbon has zero width and coincides with the L-curve.
Alternatively, we might dene the L-ribbon as the union for all > 0 of the rectangular regions
with vertices  and 

 , i.e., the L-ribbon can be dened as[
>0
f(; ): −66+ ; −66+ g:
The following algorithm determines rectangles associated with the parameter values j, 16j6p.
These rectangles are plotted in the numerical examples of Section 4.
Algorithm 2 (L-Ribbon Algorithm).
Input: b 2 Rm, A 2 Rmn, ‘, fjgpj=1;
Output: f+jgpj=1, f−jgpj=1, f+jgpj=1, f−jgpj=1;
(i) Apply ‘ steps of Lanczos bidiagonalization of A with initial vector b using Algorithm 1 to
compute the entries of the bidiagonal matrices C‘ and C‘.
(ii) for j = 1; 2; : : : ; p do
Evaluate G‘( j) and R‘+1( j);
Compute j and 

j dened by (34);
end j
Thus, Algorithm 2 computes the union of rectangles
p[
j=1
f(; ): −j66+j ; −j66+jg: (35)
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We turn to the evaluation of the quadrature rules in (34). Formulas (31) and (32) yield
G‘( ) = kbk2eT1 (C‘CT‘ + I)−2e1; (36)
R‘+1( ) = kbk2eT1 ( C‘ C
T
‘ + I)
−2e1: (37)
We evaluate the Gauss quadrature rule (36) by rst determining the solution z;‘ of the system of
equations
( C‘ C
T
‘ + I)z = kbke1: (38)
These are the normal equations associated with the least-squares problem
min
z2R‘
∥∥∥∥

CT‘
1=2I

z − −1=2kbk

0
e1
∥∥∥∥ ; 0 2 R‘; (39)
and we compute z;‘ by solving (39). Elden [8] and Gander [9] describe how (39) can be solved
eciently with the aid of Givens rotations. Note that the matrix C‘ is independent of the regulariza-
tion parameter . Therefore, given this matrix, the Gauss rule (36) can be evaluated in only O(‘)
arithmetic oating point operations for each value of . The scaling factor kbk in (39) is computed
in Algorithm 1. The evaluation of the Gauss{Radau rule (37) can be carried out similarly.
In addition to giving a lower bound for the L-curve, the solution z;‘ of (39) can be used to
determine an approximate solution
y;‘ = U‘z;‘ (40)
of (18). The following theorem discusses properties of y;‘.
Theorem 2.5. Let > 0 be a desired value of the regularization parameter; let z;‘ solve the linear
system of equations (38) and let U‘ 2 Rm‘, u‘+1 2 Rm, C‘ 2 R‘‘ and ‘; ‘+1 2 R be determined
by Algorithm 1. Then z;‘ solves the Galerkin equations
U T‘ (AA
T + I)U‘z = U T‘ b; (41)
associated with the system (18). Thus; these equations are obtained by projecting the system of
equations (18) orthogonally onto the Krylov space (11) and determining an approximate solution
(40) of (18) in the same Krylov space. This approximate solution satises
ky;‘k2 = G‘( ); (42)
kAATy;‘ − bk2 = 2G‘( ) + 2‘+12‘kbk2jeT‘ (C‘CT‘ + I)−1e1j2: (43)
Proof. The formulas (13) and (14) show that the Galerkin equations (41) are equivalent to the
system of equations (38). Formula (42) now follows from (40) and (38),
yT;‘y;‘ = z
T
;‘z;‘ = kbk2eT1 (C‘CT‘ + I)−2e1 = G‘( ):
We turn to the proof of (43). It follows from (13), (14) and C‘e‘ = ‘e‘ that
AATU‘z;‘ − b= U‘(C‘CT‘ z;‘ − kbke1) + ‘‘+1u‘+1eT‘ z;‘: (44)
Substitute z;‘ = kbk(C‘CT‘ + I)−1e1 into (44) and use the identity
M (M + I)−1 − I =−(M + I)−1;
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which holds for all matrices M 2 R‘‘ and scalars  such that M + I is invertible. We obtain
AATU‘z;‘ − b=−kbkU‘(C‘CT‘ + I)−1e1 + ‘‘+1kbku‘+1eT‘ (C‘CT‘ + I)−1e1:
Taking norms shows (43), because the columns of U‘ are orthonormal as well as orthogonal to the
unit vector u‘+1.
The computation of an approximate solution of (18) may proceed as follows. We increase the
number of bidiagonalization steps ‘ in Algorithm 1 until the L-ribbon is suciently narrow to
allow the determination of the approximate location of the vertex of the L-curve (20), where we use
Algorithm 2 to compute approximations of the form (35) of L-ribbons. Plotting these approximations
of the L-ribbons helps us determine a value of the regularization parameter, say ^, that corresponds
to a point ((ky^k2); (kAATy^ − bk2)) close to the vertex of the L-curve, where y^ is dened by
(19).
Note that the quantities in the Lanczos decomposition (13) are independent of the regularization
parameter . Therefore they do not have to be recomputed when the value of regularization parameter
is changed.
The vector y^; ‘ dened in Theorem 2.5 is an approximate solution of (18). It follows from (42)
and (43) that the point ((ky^; ‘k2); (kAATy^; ‘ − bk2)) is on or above the curve L−. If this point
is not suciently close to the L-curve, then we increase the number of bidiagonalization steps ‘
in Algorithm 1 until an approximate solution that corresponds to a point suciently close to the
L-curve is obtained.
2.2. Overdetermined systems
Assume that m>n in (1). Then the standard form of Tikhonov regularization (2) is appropriate.
This form has received considerable attention in literature; see e.g., [4] and references therein.
A nice survey of solution methods, many of them based on Lanczos bidiagonalization, is presented
by Kilmer and O’Leary [21]. An interesting recent approach to locating the vertex of the L-curve is
described by Kaufman and Neumaier [20], who combine iterations by the conjugate gradient method
for the solution of (2) for a xed value of the regularization parameter  with a minimization method
for computing a value of  that corresponds to a point in the vicinity of the vertex of the L-curve.
This section focuses on the use of an L-ribbon associated with the Tikhonov equations in standard
form (2). This ribbon is analogous to the L-ribbon for the system (18) introduced in Section 2.1.2.
We refer to [6] for details. Here we only outline the computations required and discuss reorthogo-
nalization.
Assume that the decompositions (13) are available. We seek to determine an approximate solution
of (2) of the form
x;‘ = V‘z;‘ (45)
and require z;‘ 2 R‘ to solve the Galerkin equation
V T‘ (A
TA+ I)V‘z = V T‘ A
Tb; (46)
which is obtained by projecting the linear system of equations (2) orthogonally onto the Krylov
space (10) and determining an approximate solution (45) of (2) in the same space.
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Identities (13) allow us to simplify Eq. (46) to
( C
T
‘
C‘ + I)z = kbk CT‘e1: (47)
These are the normal equations associated with the least-squares problem
min
z2R‘
∥∥∥∥∥
"
C‘
1=2I
#
z − kbke1
∥∥∥∥∥ : (48)
We compute the solution z;‘ of (46) by solving (48), and then determine the Galerkin solution (45)
of (2).
The solution of slight modications of the least-squares problem (48) yields the values of Gauss
and Gauss{Radau quadrature rules for determining an L-ribbon that contains the L-curve (6). The
point ((kx;‘k2), (kAx;‘ − bk2)) can be shown to be in this L-ribbon; see [6] for details.
In order to secure that Gauss quadrature rules can be applied to bound the L-curve, we reorthog-
onalize the columns of V‘ in the decomposition (13). Note that all columns of V‘ have to be stored
in computer memory until the approximate solution x;‘ of (2) has been computed from (45), unless
we compute the matrix V‘ twice. Only a few of the columns of U‘+1 have to be stored in com-
puter memory simultaneously. Example 4.1 of Section 4 compares the L-ribbons and the computed
approximate solutions obtained with and without reorthogonalization of the columns of V‘.
3. Iterative methods based on the Arnoldi process
Let the matrix A and vector b be dened by (1). The Arnoldi process requires that A has the same
number of rows and columns. We achieve this by appending rows or columns with zero entries to
the given matrix if necessary. Thus, if m>n, then we append m− n columns with zero entries to
A to obtain an mm matrix, which we also denote by A. Similarly, when m<n, we append n−m
rows with zero entries to A and to the vector b. Assume that the matrix A so obtained has k rows
and columns and the vector b has k rows.
Application of ‘ steps of the Arnoldi process to the matrix A with initial vector b yields the
decomposition
AW‘ =W‘H‘ + ‘+1w‘+1eT‘ ; (49)
where W‘ 2 Rk‘, W T‘ W‘ = I , W‘e1 = b=kbk, w‘+1 2 Rk , W T‘ w‘+1 = 0, kw‘+1k = 1, ‘+1 2 R
and H‘ 2 R‘‘ is an upper Hessenberg matrix; see, e.g., [11, Chapter 9:4]. We assume that ‘
is suciently small so that the decomposition (49) exists. For future reference, we note that the
columns of the matrix W‘ span the Krylov space
K‘(A; b) = spanfb; Ab; : : : ; A‘−1bg: (50)
An advantage of the Arnoldi decomposition (49), compared with the Lanczos bidiagonalization
(13), is that the former can be determined without using the transpose of A. This is important for
problems for which matrix{vector products with the matrix A can be evaluated inexpensively, but
matrix{vector products with AT cannot. This situation may arise when A is dened by the discretiza-
tion of certain integral or dierential operators. Another advantage of the Arnoldi decomposition is
that it can be cheaper to compute than the decomposition (13) for xed ‘, because the computation
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of the Arnoldi decomposition (49) does not require the evaluation of matrix{vector products with
the matrix AT.
This section describes how the decomposition (49) can be used to determine an approximate
solution of (2) of the form
x;‘ =W‘z;‘: (51)
Consider the Galerkin equations associated with (2),
W T‘ (A
TA+ I)W‘z =W T‘ A
Tb: (52)
These equations are obtained by projecting the system of equations (2) orthogonally onto the Krylov
space (50) and determining an approximate solution (51) of (2) in the same Krylov space. Since
the Krylov spaces (50) and (10) dier, the properties of the Galerkin equations (52) and (46) may
be dierent. Theorem 3.1 below sheds some light on the properties of the system of equations (52).
Introduce the upper Hessenberg-like matrix
H‘ =

H‘
‘+1eT‘

2 R(‘+1)‘; (53)
where H‘ and ‘+1 are dened by the Arnoldi decomposition (49), and let W‘+1 = [W‘;w‘+1] 2
Rk(‘+1). Then (49) can be written as
AW‘ =W‘+1 H‘ (54)
and therefore (52) is equivalent to
( H
T
‘
H‘ + I)z = kbk H T‘e1: (55)
Theorem 3.1. Let; for ‘>1; the matrix H‘ be dened by (53) and introduce its singular values
1( H‘)>2( H‘)>   >‘( H‘)>0. Then
1( H‘+1)>1( H‘)>2( H‘+1)>   >‘( H‘+1)>‘( H‘)>‘+1( H‘+1): (56)
Let 1(A)>2(A)>   >k(A) denote the singular values of A. Then
1(A)>1( H‘+1); ‘+1( H‘+1)>minfm;ng(A): (57)
Assume that A is of rank r and that the Arnoldi decomposition
AWr =WrHr (58)
exists; where Wr 2 Rkr ; W Tr Wr = I; Wre1 = b=kbk and Hr 2 Rrr is an upper Hessenberg matrix.
Then
j(Hr) = j(A); 16j6r: (59)
Proof. We obtain the matrix H‘+1 from H‘ by rst appending a zero row to H‘ and then appending
a column. The singular values of the matrix do not change when appending a zero row to H‘. When
then appending a column, the singular values of the original and the augmented matrices interlace,
see e.g. [11, Corollary 8:6:3], and inequalities (56) follow.
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Inequalities (57) follow from (54) and the minimax property of singular values; see [11, Theorem
8:6:1] for the latter. Equalities (59) are a consequence of (58).
In general the inequalities in (56) are strict. The properties of the singular values formulated
in Theorem 3.1 are analogous to properties of the eigenvalues of the matrices C
T
‘
C‘ in (47), or,
equivalently, of the singular values of the matrices C‘. We therefore would expect that Eqs. (47)
and (55) share many numerical properties, however, this issue deserves further investigation.
Eqs. (55) are the normal equations associated with the least-squares problem
min
z2R‘
∥∥∥∥∥
"
H‘
1=2I
#
z − kbke1
∥∥∥∥∥ : (60)
We compute the solution z;‘ of (52) by solving (60).
Typically, we would like to solve the least-squares problem (60) for many dierent values of
the regularization parameter . Therefore, it may be advantageous to rst reduce the matrix H‘
to bidiagonal form by application of a judiciously chosen sequence of Givens rotations from the
right-hand side and from the left-hand side. This reduction is independent of . The least-squares
problem so obtained is equivalent to (60) and can be solved in only O(‘) arithmetic operations for
each value of , similarly as (39).
For each value of ‘>1, there is an associated curve
L‘ = f((kx;‘k2); (kAx;‘ − bk2)): > 0g: (61)
It follows from Proposition 1.2 that the curves L‘; ‘>1, are above or coincide with the L-curve
(6). The curves L‘ converge to the L-curve as ‘ increases. Since kx;‘k2 = kz;‘k2 and kAx;‘ −
bk2 = k H‘z;‘ − kbke1k2, it is quite inexpensive to compute points on the curve L‘. This suggests
that we determine points on a sequence of curves L‘ for increasing values of ‘ in order to determine
the location of the vertex of the L-curve. Let ^ be the value of the regularization parameter so
determined. The approximate solution x‘; ^ of (2) is then computed using (60) and (51) with = ^.
4. Computed examples
All computations were carried out using Matlab on a Sun Ultra workstation with unit roundo
 = 2−52  2  10−16 except for some computations for Example 4.4. The rst three examples
are concerned with fairly small test problems and illustrate various aspects of the solution methods
discussed. Our fourth example is a fairly large computerized tomography problem, in which an object
is reconstructed from its X-ray projections. All plotted L-curves and L-ribbons are for the function
(t) = 12 log10(t).
Example 4.1. We consider the solution of the overdetermined system
Ax= b; (62)
where the matrix A 2 R400200 is dened by its singular value decomposition
A= U400DV T200: (63)
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The matrices in this decomposition are determined as follows. Let the matrix Cn = [cjk]
n
j; k=1 with
entries
cjk = exp

 2j − 1
4n− 2cos

2k − 1
2n− 1

have the singular value decomposition Cn =UnDnV Tn . The matrix U400 in (63) is the left orthogonal
matrix in the singular value decomposition of C400 and the matrix V T200 in (63) is the right orthogonal
matrix is the singular value decomposition of C200. The columns of U400 have the property that the
number of sign changes in the sequence feTj U400ejg400j=1 increases with k. The columns of V200 have
the same property. This property is typical of matrices obtained by discretizing Fredholm integral
equations of the rst kind. The entries of the matrix D = [djk] 2 R400200 in (63) are given by
djk =

exp(− 25 (j − 1)); j = k;
0; j 6= k:
Thus, the matrix A has condition number d11=d200;200 = 4  1034 and therefore is numerically singular.
Let the right-hand side vector in (62) be of the form b = b^ + e, where b^ is thought of as the
\exact" right-hand side vector and e is thought of as an \error" or \noise" vector. The vector b^ is
generated so that the linear system of equations
Ax= b^ (64)
is consistent. Specically, we let x be a unit vector with normally distributed random entries with
zero mean, and compute b^= Ax.
The \noise" vector e has normally distributed random entries with zero mean. The variance of
the entries of e is chosen so that kek=kb^k=1 10−2. We refer to the quotient kek=kb^k as the noise
level.
Fig. 1(a) shows points on the L-curve, marked by \o", for the values
j = 1  10−7+( j−1)=4; 16j622; (65)
of the regularization parameter. Small values of j correspond to small j and give Galerkin solutions
xj; ‘ of (2), dened by (45), of large norm. The associated discrepancies dj; ‘ = Axj; ‘ − b are of
small norm. Fig. 1(a) also shows 22 rectangles that approximate the L-ribbon. These rectangles are
determined by Algorithm 2 with ‘=15 and are associated with the values (65) of the regularization
parameter. The Lanczos bidiagonalization is computed by Algorithm 1 and the columns of the matrix
V15 are reorthogonalized in order to secure their numerical orthogonality.
We note that rectangles associated with small values j of the regularization parameter are larger
than rectangles associated with large j. This depends on that the support of the measure !(t)
dened by (27) is on the non-negative real axis and the integrand   has a pole at t=−. Thus, the
larger > 0 is, the further away the singularity of the integrand is from the support of the measure
!(t) and the more accurate the Gauss and Gauss{Radau rules are. The \vertex" of the L-curve is
seen to correspond to roughly the value 14 = 1  10−3:75 of the regularization parameter; this is
easier to see when the gure is enlarged.
The vertices −j ; +j of the rectangles generated by Algorithm 2 for ‘ = 15 are marked by \x" in
Fig. 1(a). It is shown in [6, Theorem 5:1] that the Galerkin solutions xj; ‘ of (2) determined by
(45) and (46) correspond to these vertices. When the rectangular region is \tiny" only the vertex
\x" is visible.
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Fig. 1. Example 4.1: (a) L-ribbon for 15 bidiagonalization steps with reorthogonalization of the columns of V15. (b)
Relative error kx − x;15k=kxk as a function of , where x;15 denotes the Galerkin solution (45) of the linear system
(62) and x is the solution of system (64) with noise-free right-hand side.
Fig. 1(b) displays the 10-logarithm of the relative error kx;15−xk=kxk in the computed Galerkin
solution x;15 as a function of log10 , where x denotes the solution of the linear system (64)
with the noise-free right-hand side. In particular, Fig. 1(b) shows that the value  = 14 yields
log10(kx;15 − xk=kxk) = 1:5  10−2. This value of log10(kx;15 − xk=kxk) can be seen to be fairly
close to minimal.
Fig. 2 is analogous to Fig. 1 and displays the computed L-ribbon and relative error in the computed
approximate solutions x;15 when 15 bidiagonalization steps without reorthogonalization are carried
out. The rectangles of the L-ribbon in Fig. 2(a) are much larger than those of Fig. 1(a), and the
relative error of the computed approximate solution displayed in Fig. 2(b) looks quite dierent from
the error shown in Fig. 1(b). The \vertex" of the L-curve of Fig. 2(a) is at roughly 16 =110−3:25
and Fig. 2(b) shows that for  = 16, we have log10(kx;15 − xk=kxk) =−1:3 10−2.
Comparing Figs. 1(a) and 2(a) shows that Gauss quadrature rules give tighter bounds when
reorthogonalization is carried out. Reorthogonalization may be crucial for problems with a small noise
level, because for these problems the desired value of the regularization parameter is typically small.
The eect of the loss of orthogonality of the columns of the matrix V‘ on the bounds determined
by the Gauss rules requires further investigation.
The \vertices" in Figs. 1(a) and 2(a) correspond to dierent values of the regularization parameter
. Figs. 1(b) and 2(b) show the relative error in the computed approximate solution x14 ;15 determined
with reorthogonalization to be somewhat smaller than the relative error in the computed approximate
solution x16 ;15 determined without reorthogonalization.
Fig. 3 diers from Fig. 2 only in that the number of bidiagonalization steps has been increased
from 15 to 22. No reorthogonalization is carried out. As expected, the Gauss rules give tighter
bounds when the number of bidiagonalization steps is increased. Fig. 3(a) suggests that the L-curve
has its \vertex" at  = 15 = 1  10−3:5. Fig. 3(b) shows that for this value of , the approximate
solution x;22 satises log10(kx;15 − xk=kxk) =−1:4 10−2. Thus, the relative error is smaller than
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Fig. 2. Example 4.1: (a) L-ribbon for 15 bidiagonalization steps without reorthogonalization. (b) Relative error
kx − x;15k=kxk as a function of , where x;15 denotes the Galerkin solution (45) of linear system (62) and x is
the solution of system (64) with noise-free right-hand side.
Fig. 3. Example 4.1: (a) L-ribbon for 22 bidiagonalization steps without reorthogonalization. (b) Relative error
kx − x;22k=kxk as a function of , where x;22 denotes the Galerkin solution (45) of linear system (62) and x is
the solution of system (64) with noise-free right-hand side.
the relative error obtained with 15 bidiagonalization steps without reorthogonalization, but larger
than the relative error achieved with 15 bidiagonalization steps with reorthogonalization.
We remark that when the columns of both U‘+1 and V‘ are reorthogonalized, or when the columns
of U‘+1 but not the columns of V‘ are reorthogonalized, the graphs obtained are identical with the
graph of Fig. 1.
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Fig. 4. Example 4.2: L-ribbons for underdetermined systems: (a) noise level 1 10−3, (b) noise level 1 10−2.
In summary, the gures of this example show the Gauss rules to give tighter bounds and the
relative error in the computed approximate solution to be somewhat smaller when the columns of
the matrix V‘ are reorthogonalized than when they are not.
Example 4.2. We are concerned with the solution of underdetermined systems of equations ATx=b,
where the matrix A is the same as in Example 4.1. The right-hand side vector is constructed in the
same way as in Example 4.1. Fig. 4 shows L-ribbons for dierent noise levels. All graphs are for
‘ = 20 and j = 1 10−8+( j−1)=5; 16j640.
Let yj; ‘ denote the Galerkin solution (40) of (18) for  = j discussed in Theorem 2.5 and let
dj; ‘ = AA
Tyj; ‘ − b be the associated discrepancy. The points ((kyj; ‘k2); (kdj; ‘k2)) are marked
by \x" in Fig. 4. The gure also shows the rectangles (35) of the L-ribbon and illustrates that the
points \x" do not always lie in the L-ribbon, in agreement with Theorem 2.5. In addition Fig. 4
displays points on the L-curve (20) associated with the values j of the regularization parameter.
These points are marked by \o".
Fig. 4 illustrates the eect of changing the noise level. The location of the \vertex" is quite easily
determined in both graphs. The graphs show that an increase in the noise level results in an increase
of the value of the regularization parameter determined by the L-curve method.
Example 4.3. We solve the integral equation of the rst kindZ 
0
exp(s cos(t))x(t) dt = 2
sinh(s)
s
; 06s6

2
; (66)
considered by Baart [1]. Eq. (66) is discretized by a Galerkin method with orthonormal box functions.
We used the Matlab code by Hansen [15] for computing the nonsymmetric matrix A 2 R400400 and
the exact, i.e., noise-free, right-hand side vector b^ 2 R400. The matrix A so obtained is numerically
singular.
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Fig. 5. Example 4.3: L‘ curves for ‘ = 4; 5; 6; 7; 8 using the Arnoldi decomposition.
We generate a \noise" vector e as described in Example 4.1 and solve the linear system of
equations (2) with right-hand side vector b= b^+ e, where e is scaled to give noise level kek=kb^k=
1 10−3.
Fig. 5 shows L‘-curves (61) obtained by Arnoldi decompositions (49) for 46‘68. We use the
values j=110−8+( j−1)=2; 16j69, of the regularization parameter. The L‘-curves converge to the
L-curve (6) as ‘ increases. Points on the L‘-curves are marked by \" and connected by straight
lines; points on the L-curve are marked by \o" and connected by straight lines. The points \" on
the curves L7 and L8 cannot be distinguished. They are very close to the points \o" on the L-curve.
Fig. 6 compares the L6-curve obtained by Arnoldi decomposition to the L4-curve obtained by
Lanczos bidiagonalization (13) for the values j = 1  10−8+( j−1)=2; 16j69 of the regularization
parameter.
We remark that the L8-curve for Arnoldi decomposition (shown in Fig. 5) and L4-curve for Lanczos
bidiagonalization require the same number of matrix-vector product evaluations with the matrix A
or AT and their graphs are identical to plotting accuracy.
Example 4.4. We apply the L-ribbon method of Section 2.1 to computerized X-ray tomography.
This is a technique for representing a three-dimensional object by means of its two-dimensional
cross sections or slices. In this example we show the reconstruction of a slice from projection data.
The region that contains the slice is discretized by a Cartesian grid of 512  512 square picture
elements (pixels). To each one of 512 X-ray emitters there is an associated detector. The 512
rays between the emitters and detectors form parallel lines of angle  with the horizontal axis.
Measurements are made for 90 equidistant angles  2 [0; ).
Let bi denote the measured total attenuation of the ith ray when it traverses the object at a certain
angle. In the present example there are 512 90 = 46080 measured attenuations. In the absence of
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Fig. 6. Example 4.3: L‘ curves: Arnoldi decomposition for ‘ = 6, Lanczos bidiagonalization for ‘ = 4.
measurement errors, the value of bi would be the line integral of the unknown X-ray absorption
function along the path of the ray. In our computed example, the bi are contaminated by errors that
give a noise level of 1  10−1. The purpose of the computations is to determine an approximation
of the X-ray absorption function from the quantities bi and knowledge of the angles of the rays.
We display the computed approximation of the X-ray absorption function and refer to it as the
reconstructed image of the slice.
The X-ray absorption function is assumed to be constant throughout each pixel. Let xj denote the
value of the absorption function at pixel j. There are 5122 = 262144 pixels. For 16i646080 and
16j6262144, let aij be equal to 1 if the ith ray at the given angle intersects the jth pixel. Then
aijxj represents the attenuation of the ith ray by the jth pixel, and
P262144
j=1 aijxj approximates the
total attenuation of the ith ray.
Introduce the 46080262144 matrix A=[aij] and the right-hand side vector b=[b1; b2; : : : ; b46080]T.
The linear system of equations obtained (1) is underdetermined. Therefore we use the solution
method described in Section 2.1. The matrix A is referred to as the projection matrix and the
solution x = [x1; x2; : : : ; x262144]
T as the image vector; see [2,19] for details on image reconstruction
from projections.
We show the result of a reconstruction of a slice of a human head. Fig. 7 shows the \original"
image that we wish to reconstruct by computerized tomography. This image is represented by 512
512 pixels. Note that in \real" applications of computerized tomography the original image is not
available; we only know the entries of the matrix A and right-hand side b. We display the original
image to allow comparison with the reconstructed image shown in Fig. 9.
Algorithm 2 is used with ‘ = 200 Lanczos steps with reorthogonalization of the columns of the
matrix U‘+1. Fig. 8 shows the computed L-ribbon. Specically, the gure displays rectangles (35)
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Fig. 7. Example 4.4: Original image.
Fig. 8. Example 4.4: Reconstructed image, ‘ = 200,  = 0:06, noise level 1 10−1.
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Fig. 9. Example 4.4: L-ribbon for the human head section reconstruction; ‘ = 200.
for j = 2  10−3+( j−1)=2; 16j616. The computed L-ribbon is seen to have a \vertex" at roughly
4 = 0:06.
Let yj;‘ denote the Galerkin solution (40) for =j and let dj; ‘=AA
Tyj; ‘− b be the associated
discrepancy. The points ((kyj; ‘k2); (kdj; ‘k2)) are marked by \x" in Fig. 8. The gure shows that
for small values j the rectangles (35) are large and the Galerkin solution is quite far away from
the L-ribbon. Fig. 9 displays the reconstructed image from projections for ‘=200 and the value 4
of the regularization parameter.
We remark that the location of \vertex" of the L-curve in Fig. 8 is not clearly discernible by visual
inspection and this makes it dicult to accurately determine a value of the regularization parameter
which corresponds to a point at or near the \vertex" of the L-curve. Visual inspection of Fig. 8 leads
us to choose the value 4 = 0:06 of the regularization parameter. However, since the \vertex" of the
L-curve is not very pronounced, one may consider choosing the value 5 = 0:2 instead. It turns out
that the reconstructed images obtained with the values 4 and 5 of the regularization parameter look
essentially the same. We conclude that the L-ribbon provides a good guideline for how to choose
an appropriate value of the regularization parameter. Since the images associated with the values 4
or 5 of the regularization parameter do not dier much, we only show the former.
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